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INTRODUCTION: 

 In today's world road and transport has become an integral part of every human being. 

Everybody is a road user in one shape or the other. The present transport system has 

minimized the distances but it has on the other hand increased the life risk. Every year road 

crashes result in loss of lakhs of lives and serious injuries to crores of people. 

In India itself about eighty thousand people are killed in road crashes every year 

which is thirteen percent of the total fatality all over the world. Man behind the wheel plays 

an important role in most of the crashes. In most of the cases crashes occurs either due to 

carelessness or due to lack of road safety awareness of the road user. Hence, road safety 

education is as essential as any other basic skills of survival. 

ROAD SAFETY AUTHORITY  

 The ROAD SAFETY AUTHORITY 

GANDHINAGAR GUJARAT has organized Road Safety 

Training for NSS Co-Ordinator’s NSS volunteers and 

NCC people. RSA and their aim are to provide road 

safety information for road users to encourage safer road 

user behaviour among current and prospective road users 

and reduce the number of people killed and injured on 

our roads every year.  

Objectives: 

 To reduce Road traffic accidents because are now a days main leading cause of death 

and head injury due to accidents.  

 To reduce 50% RTA by 2030 

 RTO should and must be active in field to control and practice of road safety 

measures. 

 To create awareness among public 

 GDP (3%) was reducing day by day due to RTA  

  To reduce under age heavy vehicle drivers 

 To follow traffic rules  

 To control speed limits  



At 10.00 am Road safety training program has been started with Chief-Guest 

honerable Mr. Praful Pansheriya, Gujarat Educational Minister, Mr. Lalit P. Pataliya, Road 

Safety Commissioner, Mr. R.R. Patel, State NSS Officer. Mr. Narayan, GAS Joint 

Commissioner. Mr. Rawal, Mr Solanki. From all respected delegates inauguration was done 

very nicely. Followed by welcome address and speech by dignitories were done. 

 

 

Speech delivery by Mr. Praful Pansheriya   

The speech delivered by Mr. Praful Pansheriya sir, 

he mainly focused on “SAFETY FIRST” Like how in 

olden days people use to protect themselves from head 

injury. Road traffic accidents are main leading cause of 

head injury. An engineering working for road construction,  

must keep some points in mind to construct boundaries, 

road rails, sign boards, side rails, divider, etc.   

Speech delivery by Mr. Lalit P. Pataliya  

 Mr. Lalit P. Pataliya said “CREATING AWERNESS” among people is big moto to 

control road traffic accidents and road traffic accidents related problems in Gujarat and  all 

over the India. Laws related to Road safety must be followed very strictly by each and 

everyone.  

  



Speech delivery by Mr. Solanki  

Mr. Solanki Sir, he focused on “GOOD 

SAMARITAN” by this we can save 50% of accident 

people life of victim of accidents by seeking medical 

facilities at very short time (golden time).  

 “A Good Samaritan is a person who is in good 

faith, without expectation of payment or reward but 

voluntarily comes forward to administer immediate 

assistance or emergency care to a person injured in an accident, or crash, or emergency 

medical condition, or emergency situation.” 

  

 

Session: 01 – This session was 

conducted by Mr. Solanki sir, explained how accidents takes place, who does mistakes and 

who gets affect by the accidents, he explained does and don’t briefly with example of 

accident videos and images.  

Some important points are as follows: 

 Without signals taking right and left turn may cause accident 

 Driving in opposite direction always put in dangers 



 Chasing heavy vehicle always risk 

 Overtaking (blind spot) is very dangerous  

 Cone of vision (High speed covers less areas and low speed covers more areas) 

 

Session:02 – This session was conducted by Mr. Rawal sir, he expressed “LIFE IS 

FRAGILE, REDUCE SPEED”. Sir also explained signs boards, what they indicate through 

images.  

 

     

 

 

     

    

 

         

Session:03- This session has started after lunch break, in this session they focused on 

“YOUTH RED CROSS SOCIETY” activities and functions of this society. Collaboration and 

work with Road safety authority.  They did small role play on CPR (ACLS & BLS).  
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WARNING 

SIGN 

INFORMATION 

SIGN 



Session:04- This session was conducted by State NSS Officer Mr. R.R Patel, here he kept 

open discussion for NSS Program Co-Ordinator and NSS officers for problems faced, any 

queries, and droughts that they have.  

Conclusion: At the end of the session, they distributed certificates to participants. The event 

Road Safety Training was successful. Thanks to all who in one way or another Contributed 

for the event. I acknowledge with gratitude and devotion to THE ALMIGHTLY GOD whose 

grace and blessing accompanied us throughout event.   

 I am thankful to Our beloved Academic Chairman Maj. Gen. Mrs. T.K Bhutia mam, 

Principal Mr. Samuel Fernandis sir for their guidance and support for this training program. 

Last but not the least heartfelt gratitude to Smt. Sandra Shroff, Founder and chairman 

of SSRCN for always supporting us and providing us necessary facilities. 

 

 

THANKING YOU 

 

 


